
Chapter 7 

1. _____________ _______________ is a selectively permeable barrier surrounding all cell types. 

2. Fluid Mosaic Model is the current theory on how a cell membrane are arranged. 

______________ are the fluid part while the _______________ are the mosaic.  

3. Proteins that are span across the phospholipid bilayer are called _______________ while 

proteins that are just on the outside of the membrane are called _______________. 

4. Fluidity of the membrane can be altered by _________ or _________ unsaturated fats in the 

fatty acid tails of the phospholipid. __________ fatty acids will keep membrane more fluid while 

______________ fatty acid tails will make them more viscous. ____________ will also help with 

stability. 

5. Short carbohydrates bound to lipids are called ____________ while short carbohydrates bound 

to proteins are called _____________. These carbohydrates cover the surface of cells and help 

mediate ________________ recognition. 

6. When crossing a membrane, different types of materials are transported in different ways. The 

two major types of transport are ____________ transport and ____________ transport. 

7. Passive transport requires no extra energy other than inherent molecular movement. There is 

multiple subtypes of this transport. ___________ _____________ is the movement of molecules 

from a high to low concentration and small, ____________ particles can cross the membrane 

this way. ______________ _________________ is the same principle but the molecule may be 

polar or ionic and need the help of __________________ _______________. 

8. Membrane proteins can be either ______________ proteins, which provide tunnels for  

molecules to enter or _______________ proteins that __________________ molecules across. 

Channels that move ions are called _____________ ________________. 

9. Movement of water across a selective membrane is called ________________.  



10. When a cell with no cell wall gains water, it undergoes _______________. When that same cell 

loses water, it _______________. 

11. When a cell with a cell wall gains water, it is considered ______________ which is normal since 

the cell is made to withstand pressure. When that same cell loses water, it undergoes 

__________________. 

12. Active transport requires ______________ to keep concentration gradient. For example, the 

sodium potassium pump maintains a high concentration of Na+ outside the cell and K+ inside 

the cell. ATP is used to maintain those concentrations because without it, they would reach 

__________________. 

13. The movement of _______________ molecules across a membrane occurs by 

________________ and ___________________.  

14. __________________ releases molecules by fusing vesicles with the cell membrane. 

15. __________________ brings in molecules by use of vesicles. What are the three different types 

and how do they work? 

 


